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Biomass to be used as fuel can not have to high 
moisture content of water to burn in an efficient 
way. Often it needs to be dried in some way to 
get between 10-20 % moisture content before 
used. Boiler process needs good and dry fuel to 
be efficient and to reduce flue gas emissions as 
much as possible.
If volumes are 1 ton / hour and up the rotating 
dryer is a very good solution. This can handle all 
from saw dust and fine particles up to wood 
chips in dimensions. Finer materials dry faster 
and thick materials needs much longer time.
We are happy to offer some solutions for this 
application when volume is 1 ton and up / hour.
Here we give data on one dimension only but 
we offer smaller systems and large systems with 
3.5 meters diameter and 35 meter in length if 
needed.                                                                                         Photo of RTF 3000 / 120 - 9000

Technical data in short

* Capacity  1.5-3 ton / hour of biomass / fuel / RDF mix
* Electrical input / power consumption                       Max 20-25 KW ex heater
* Moisture reduction                                                   In range of 5-50 %
* Humidity after drying                                                5-10 %& moisture content
* Drying media                                                            Hot clean air
* Max dried out temperature of substrate                   120 C
* Fuel burner / Fuel for dryer                                       Coal, wood, pellets, chips or if better natural gas
* Diameter of dryer drum                                            1200 mm diameter
* Height of machine                                                    2200 mm in height    
* Length of machine                                                    9000 mm total length  ( this specific model only )
* Weight                                                                      8000 Kg  in a 40 feet container

This design differs a bit from 
other rotary dryers and is more 
efficient and compact due to 
dual flow air circulation tubes 
inside the drum. This reduce 
risk for fire in the chip/ pellet 
mix.
Chip mix is blended by a 
special outer mixer ring 
system.

Burner is separate and make 
hot air in large volumes to heat 
the dryer through special steel 
tubes.It use the fuel it dry for 
own fuel.No external fuel is 
needed in burner except some 
electricity.
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One drier under 
installation. Feeders 
etc not yet installed 
inb this photo.
Most dryers 
misrelate air once 
and then out but this 
design have 2 ways 
passage. nr one 
where we heat 
tubes and keep air 
dry and nr 1 when 
air pass through 
substrates and 
collect humidity.This 
saves a lot of power 
and increase efficiency. System get more compact and efficient by this smart design. It also get cheaper to 
buy.

Preheated air from chimney flue gases.

If the wood chips are used in a larger boiler as fuel there are 
normally hot flue gases in chimney. This energy can be used of 
we have a heat exchanger and use them to feed the burner for 
the rotating drum. Flue gases are often 200 C and up and if we 
have them to preheat we save a lot of fuel for the burner of the 
drum heater.

Sunnytek offer 
boilers to make 
steam that use 
the wood chips as 
fuel. 
These are 
modern boilers 
that save lots of 
energy and 
reduce emissions 
in green house 
gases.
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